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In a ferroelectric material, the spontaneous electric polarization can be reversed upon application of an electric field. It is now well established that an arbitrarily
thin ferroelectric slab can sustain a spontaneous polarization. However, the polarization state of a very thin
film without a covering electrode layer is extremely sensitive to the environment. Experimental work published
in Physical Review Letters by a collaboration of authors
from Argonne National Laboratory, Northern Illinois
University, and the University of Pennsylvania [1] now
shows that a ferroelectric film can be reversibly and reproducibly switched between an outward to an inward
polarized state by varying the partial oxygen pressure
above its free surface. This means that the chemical environment can affect even very fine structural properties
of ferroelectric nanostructures. Such effects can have important technological and scientific implications.
To explain these results, we need to consider the
bound surface charge given by the normal component of
the spontaneous polarization [2]. When the film thickness is smaller than the intrinsic screening length of the
ferroelectric material, the bound charge can still be compensated for from outside, e.g., by free carriers in the
adjacent electrodes. However, if such a charge compensation is prevented as well, the only way in which the
ferroelectricity can be maintained is by arranging the
polarization into a sufficiently fine nanodomain pattern,
for which the overall depolarization field energy is small
enough.
The experiments of Wang et al.[1] were carried out
with 2- to 20-nm-thick films of PbTiO3 , grown epitaxially on a (100)-oriented SrTiO3 substrate covered by
24 nm of SrRuO3 metal electrode (see Fig. 1). The SrTiO3
substrate imposes compressive strain into the PbTiO3
film, such that the polarization is forced to be perpendicular to the film and thus bound charges are formed
on its top and bottom surfaces. The top surface is compensated by ions from the environment [4], and the bottom interface by electrons from the conductive SrRuO3
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electrode. When such ferroelectric films are grown directly on a nonconductive substrate, the bottom surface
charge is uncompensated and a fine antiparallel stripe
nanodomain pattern is systematically observed [3] in asgrown films [see Fig. 1].
Conversion of stripe domain structures to monodomain has been demonstrated by photochemical
treatment [5] or cooling in the presence of x rays [3].
However, in this study, Wang et al. try to influence the
polarization of the film by controlling the partial oxygen
pressure above the film [1]. Films grown in an oxidizing
atmosphere, with a high partial oxygen pressure, show
the uniform outward polarization [Fig. 1]. Subsequent
equilibration at lower and lower partial pressures gradually causes reentrance of the domain structure [Fig. 1].
Typically, the pressure has to be lowered by about four
orders of magnitude to recover the nanodomain state
with compensated average polarization.
Most remarkably, their films that were equilibrated
at ultralow oxygen pressures of order of 10−6 mbar
are in the inward polarized state [Fig. 1]. When the
partial oxygen pressure is then increased, the film can
be returned to the nanodomain and outward polarized
states. In this opposite sequence, the compensated polarization state [as in Fig. 1] is reached at about three orders of magnitude higher pressure value. Consequently,
the observed polarization-log[pO2 ] diagram (see Fig.
2(c) of Ref. [1]) reminds one of the polarization-electric
field hysteresis loop of a ferroelectric; in fact, the whole
cycle is well reproducible. In other words, this effect is
analogous to field-induced switching.
To investigate the polarization of the films, experiments were performed at the synchrotron beamline
12ID-D of the Advanced Photon Source, where grazing incidence x-ray investigations of such films can be
performed in situ during their growth and processing.
The outward and inward uniform polarization were distinguished by a slight difference in the intensity of the
(304) reflection of PbTiO3 , due to the resonant scattering,
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FIG. 1: Simplified structure of an ultrathin PbTiO3 (PTO)
ferroelectric film grown on SrTiO3 (STO) substrate covered
by conductive SrRuO3 (SRO) interlayer. (a) Striped domain pattern in usual growth conditions. (b) Outward uniform polarization with surface reconstruction in highly oxidizing atmosphere. (c) Growth of antiparallel domains under reducing atmosphere. (d) Inward uniform polarization stabilized by an oxygen deficit surface reconstruction
at ultralow oxygen partial pressure. (Illustration: Alan
Stonebraker/stonebrakerdesignworks.com)

and also by the difference of weak x-ray fringe patterns
caused by interferences with the adjacent SrRuO3 and
SrTiO3 layers. In addition, a structural reconstruction
of the PbTiO3 top surface atomic layer, distinct for the
inward and the outward uniformly polarized case, was
noticed in the experiment and confirmed by quantummechanical (density functional) theory calculations [1].
Interestingly, the best structural model for the surface reconstruction in the inward polarized state involves one
oxygen vacancy per four PbTiO3 unit cells; this density
of oxygen vacancies is just sufficient to compensate the
bound charge associated with inward spontaneous polarization.
Wang et al.[1] suggest these findings could have applications for chemical actuators and catalysis. The
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modified surface reconstruction or polarization reversal
could perhaps also facilitate growth of some more complex multilayer films. Primarily, however, these results
represent a beautiful lesson about the importance of the
surfaces and interfaces for nanoscale ferroelectrics: their
properties can be changed by modifying a single atomic
layer, through chemistry. More such effects might be
predicted using first-principle-based atomistic calculations, and these may be promising for ferroelectric nanotechnology. One does not need to go far to investigate
such important interfaces. After all, even the usual finegrain ferroelectric ceramics are full of atomically thin
grain boundaries where such effects could occur.
Note added by author (13 February 2009): The authors
of [1] have pointed out some inaccuracies in the original
version of this commentary. Figure 1, its captions, and
portions of the text have been revised to indicate that
the films with stripe domains studied in [3] and [5] were
grown directly on SrTiO3 substrates.
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